
Bug-bounty programs may be distinguished by 
the nature of their management. Internal pro-
grams are run by software companies them-
selves, while third-party programs are man-

aged by intermediaries or brokers that operate either 
as for-profit businesses or clandestine services. These 
third-party programs fuel the gray and black markets 
for software vulnerabilities that benefit software de-
velopers or cyber mercenaries, respectively, especially 
state actors who seek to acquire robust cyber warfare 

to ol s.  T he l a r ge s t con s u me r of 
black-market software vulnerabil-
ities is most likely the U.S. National 
Security Agency’s (NSA’s) Vulner-
ability Equities Process (VEP). The 
motives behind these two markets 
are very different; the former is 
primarily economic, whereas the 
latter is cyberpolitical.

THE NSA VEP 
The most sought-af ter v ulnera-
bility to hackers, cyber mercenar-
ies, and the military–industrial 
complex is the zero-day, which, by 

definition, has never been observed “in the wild” and for 
which there have been no identifying signatures or de-
fensive measures developed. In short, the entire Internet 
is vulnerable. It has been speculated that the black mar-
ket for zero-days began in late 2005, when the Windows 
metafile vulnerability was sold for US$4,000.20 According 
to Curtis,20 that began serious study on the economic po-
tential of the zero-day market, and the rest, as they say, is 
history. It is not unusual for the most dangerous vulnera-
bilities to sell for hundreds of thousands (or even millions) 
of dollars. Cyber mercenaries discovered early on that the 
big money was in selling to the highest bidder,29 and the 
highest bidders intend to use vulnerabilities offensively.

Moral Hazards in 
Cyber Vulnerability 
Markets
Alex Hoffman and Hal Berghel, University of Nevada

The cyber vulnerability market arose from 

bug bounty programs initiated in the 1980s. 

Originally created to provide programmers, 

end users, and security professionals with an 

opportunity to report code vulnerabilities, it has 

since become a cottage industry that serves 

many masters with very different motives.
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The black market in vulnerabilities 
presents governments that purport 
to be democratic with a conundrum, 
the first of two identifiable moral haz-
ards. They can report the vulnerabili-
ties to developers to contribute to the 
safety and security of their citizens, 
or they can cloister the malware in 
an offensive stockpile for use as cyber 
weaponry against adversaries.44 This 
was one of the key questions that the 
Obama administration sought to re-
solve when it commissioned the Pres-
ident’s Review Group on Intelligence 
and Communications Technologies in 
2013. The resulting report, “Liberty 
and Security in a Changing World,”34 
was relatively well balanced, given 
that it was the product of a bureau-
cracy led by proponents of government 
surveillance. As was written at the 
time, “This report falls in the Shake-
spearean category of much ado about 
nothing. Though it doesn’t accom-
plish much, it doesn’t seem to do much 
harm either, and that’s a good thing.”5 
That said, the report did reveal some 
interesting facts to the few citizens 
who were willing to read it. It actually 
recommends that the government 
do nothing to “subvert, undermine, 
weaken, or make vulnerable gener-
ally available commercial software,” a 
point to which we now turn.

Although the report does not spe-
cifically refer to the VEP, the authors 
were thinking about it when they 
suggested that government security 
agencies not be given carte blanche 
in the use of zero-day vulnerabilities. 
The report recommended that “be-
fore approving use of the zero-day 
rather than patching a vulnerability, 
there should be a senior-level, inter-
agency approval process that employs 
a risk-management approach.” This 
sentence is the “gover n ment-ese,” 
Orwellian double-talk, or political- 
psychobabble equiv alent of saying 
that the interests of citizens should 
not be dismissed out of hand when the 
government stockpiles malware. For 
bureaucrats, this is an important con-
sideration, for it recommends that at 

least some concern be given to the pub-
lic interest in such matters. (Actually, 
we might more accurately use the ex-
pression “what the public considers the 
public interest,” for the public and their 
elected officials frequently disagree on 
what the public interest actually is.)

The importance of this point was 
brought home three years later when 
the hacking group Shadow Brokers 
published information on stolen NSA 
files (including archived zero-days) on 
the Internet.39,45 According to Kasper-
sky Labs, the digital signatures of the 
hacking tools used by Shadow Brokers 
were similar to those found in soft-
ware used by the Equation Group.51 
(Kaspersk y Labs a lso prov ides a n 
Equation Group FAQ.52) Dan Goodin 
has observed that “the use of zero-day 
exploits later used in both the Stux-
net worm that disrupted Iran’s nu-
clear program and the Flame malware 
platform targeting the Middle East 
demonstrated that Equation Group 
had clear connections to the NSA or a 
related U.S. hacking arm.”26 

The Shadow Brokers case illus-
trates how much of a moral hazard 
the VEP presents. As Dave Aitel and 
Mat t Tait have obser ved, t he U.S. 
government “… has confused a pub-
lic relations strategy with a security 
strategy, to the detriment of the na-
tion.”2 As with all moral hazards, the 
problem appears when disincentives 
motivate conduct that is inconsistent 
with avowed objectives.5 Specifically, 
it is not obvious that the VEP as it is 
currently instituted will make us safer 
than if the U.S. government were to 
remove itself from the zero-day sup-
ply chain.3 The absence of confirm-
able positive advantage suggests that 
extensive future public discussion 
should be encouraged.

BUG BOUNTIES AND  
MORAL HAZARDS
The original bug bounty program was 
intended as a remunerative vehicle 
through which people could ethically 
report software defects (also known 
as bugs) to companies. Typically, such 

bugs are related to security vulnerabil-
ities; so a bug bounty program, at least 
in the ideal case, incentivizes people to 
do the right thing and report bugs to 
the developer. Bug bounty programs 
tend to follow a typical crowdsourcing 
model, where there is an open call for 
people to anonymously test software.33 
Participating companies initiate their 
bug bounty programs by announcing 
them openly, which allows certain 
testing for security vulnerabilities 
without liability. Some companies, 
such as Oracle, are opposed to having 
their software examined for security 
vulnerabilities,21 so security detec-
tives should be careful not to breach 
licensing agreements or laws. To ame-
liorate legal concerns, disclose.io  
is attempting to “… standardize best 
practices around safe harbor for good-
faith security research.”23

In fact, disclose.io is working to 
provide a framework for ethical secu-
rity research. Its work involves build-
ing a set of best practices so that peo-
ple can collaborate with companies 
on bug bounty hunting. Such efforts 
to establish a vendor-neutral vulner-
ability reporting framework have no 
downside from the public’s perspec-
tive; however, it would be naive to 
think that they would be universally 
welcomed by vendors as they violate 
the essential premise of faith-based 
security: security through obscurity.4  
It is not unusual for technology com-
panies to avoid any inves t igat ion 
into the su it abi l it y of their prod-
uct. The recent Theranos fraud in-
vestigation highlights the tenacity 
with which technology companies 
may attach themselves to corporate 
secrecy.13 

It has been reported that the first 
known bug bounty program started 
in 1983.35 Netscape launched the first 
modern crowdsourced bug bounty 
program,25 offering tiered rewards 
to people in late 1995. Although Nets-
cape’s program was a way to discover 
all types of defects, there was one key 
difference between that version and 
the iterations that exist today: the 
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program was applicable only during 
the Netscape Navigator 2.0 beta test-
ing. It took seven years for the next 
company, IDefence, to pick up where 
Netscape left off and, in so doing, 
take the modern approach of testing 
live-production software. Two years 
later, TippingPoint joined IDefence as 
a broker for security vulnerabilities. It 
would pay people a few hundred dol-
lars for finding bugs, and, in turn, it 
would sell the information about the 
vulnerability to the target company.25 
Although Mozilla has the current lon-
gest-running bug bounty program, 
Google accelerated the movement 
in 2010 by enticing broad participa-
tion in crowdsourced vulnerability 
discovery.25,32 

STATE OF THE ART
Current bug bounty programs are ei-
ther internally managed programs 
(IMPs) or third-party-managed pro-
grams (TMPs). IMPs favor larger tech-
nology companies like Google, Mi-
crosoft, Facebook, and Intel, as they 
are able to devote adequate monetary  
and human resources to the task. 
TMPs, on the other hand, favor smaller 
or nontechnology-based companies; 
Starbucks, Netflix, General Motors, 
Twitter, and Snap are examples of com-
panies that rely on TMPs. Examples 
of TMPs include Hackerone,31 Bug-
crowd,10 and Cobalt.14 Of course, there 
are exceptions to these rules. Johnson 
& Johnson is a company that does not 
specialize in computing but admin-
isters its own bug bounty program,41 

while Snap and Netflix are computing 
companies that use TMPs.9,30 Even 
the U.S. federal government is getting 
in on the bug bounty action, with the 
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Department of De-
fense, and other agencies dabbling in 
the practice. There is discord at the 
federal level, with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Homeland Security trying to 
work holistically across the govern-
ment and private sector to mitigate 
cyber risk, while the U.S. Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation considers bounty 
programs “a little overhyped” for the 

government42; thus, further discourse  
in this area will be saved for a subse-
quent work.

By way of comparison , Google’s 
bounty program has paid out more 
than US$15 million since 2010,43 with 
the highest payout associated with 
its Android platform. Facebook has 
spent US$7.5 million since 2011.37 
Microsoft was the last of the three to 
start a bug bounty program,8,28 but it 
is already near the top of the annual 
payout scale, with US$2 million paid 
out in 2018 alone and plans to expand 
in 2019.48 Like Google, it has multi-
ple different programs and varying 
reward tiers within each of them, but 
unlike Google, it announced in 2019 
that, although it will maintain an 
IMP, it is outsourcing the payment 
process to HackerOne.48 Recogni-
tion for bounties will be rewarded 
on both Microsof t and HackerOne 
leaderboards.

At this writing, HackerOne.com is 
the largest of the TMPs by investment 
dollars. It was founded in 2012 by two 
Dutch hackers along with a Dutch en-
trepreneur and Facebook’s head of prod-
uct security.40 It has raised US$110.4 
million in venture funding18 and em-
ploys the largest group of hacker/pro-
grammers. Starbucks, Twitter, Uber, 
Snap, and HBO all use HackerOne’s bug 
bounty platform. Even Google employs 
HackerOne’s help with the GooglePlay 
store, and as mentioned, Microsoft 
started using, HackerOne for its pay-
ment processing in 2019.

BugCrowd.com was also founded 
in 2012, but it trails HackerOne in in-
vestment dollars at US$48.7 million.16 
BugCrowd has a slightly different 
model, whereby it internally employs 
verification engineers to manually 
check every bug submitted through 
its platform to ensure a certain stan-
dard of defects being submitted.12 It 
also boasts an impressive customer 
list headlined by Tesla, Cisco, Netgear, 
Atlassian, and Okta.11 

Cobalt.io is the newest, and by far 
the smallest, of the three start-up com-
panies by investment dollars. It was 

started in 2013, and it has raised only 
US$8 million in funding to date.17 

Notable companies using Cobalt in-
clude Sales Force, Credit Karma, and 
GoDaddy. Other companies, such as 
Synack,47 compete in this market, but 
they do not strictly crowdsource their 
bug bounty programs. These “closed 
ecosystem” environments are not dis-
cussed here.

INCENTIVES
As with the VEP, both types of bug 
bounty programs discussed enable 
misplaced incentives, although IMPs 
are less assailable in this regard. This 
holds true for all bounty programs 
and is not unique to the software in-
dustry. The general problem is that 
open bounties may encourage par-
ticipation by the wrong people for 
the wrong reasons, at least from the 
point of view of the principal’s inter-
ests. There is a parallel in this regard 
between bug bounties and traditional 
bounty hunters (that is, bail/fugitive 
recovery agents, surety agents, skip 
tracers, and so on), which why the ac-
tivity is banned in all but the United 
States and some of its territories. Al-
though the parallel is not precise, 
drawing it is informative.

In the ideal case, bounties are of-
fered to encourage people to do the 
right thing (show up for trial, report 
software bugs)—that is, what is in the 
best interest of the patron (society, 
the government, stockholders, and so 
on). However, in their zeal to satisfy 
these interests, bounty supporters 
frequently ignore potential moral haz-
ards such as encouraging behavior as 
unlawful as that which justified the 
bounty. The arrest of the star of the 
TV series Dog the Bounty Hunter on 
charges of illegal detention and con-
spiracy for the alleged kidnapping of a 
fugitive cosmetics heir illustrates that 
the motives of a bounty hunter may be 
mixed and are not necessarily consis-
tent with those of the sponsor.7 The 
same applies to bug bounty hunters. 
The bounty may entice hunters to sell 
any discovered bugs to a higher bidder 
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than the sponsor, thereby defeating 
program objectives. The bounty pro-
gram may be perceived as merely a 
fallback if no better price for detected 
bugs can be found.

Another downside is that a bounty 
program can create a free-for-all for 
bug detection, including the report-
ing of inconsequential bugs, which 
might delay software release or dis-
tract the manufacturer from im-
portant product development. In ad-
dition, software testers involved in 
bounty programs may not have the 
ability to discriminate the potential 
for negative consequences of bugs.49 
Reporting low-potential (LOPO) bugs 
may become more of a distraction 
for developers than an asset. For le-
gal reasons, when developers ignore 
reported bugs of any stripe, they in-
crease their liability. Developers may 
also be unwilling to pay to eliminate 
every possible bug in a software prior 
to release, so the effect of the program 
may be only to increase the number 
of people who are aware of noncrit-
ical LOPO bugs. Finally, there is the 
issue of the vetting of participants in 
bug bounty programs. As with their 
ext rajud icia l counter pa r ts, t here 
are no certifications or background 
tests involved.

COMPENSATION
Compensation is either a monetary re-
ward or an informal in-kind exchange. 
Many companies publish a price list 
for bug bounties based on type of bug, 
severity, and reporting status. Com-
panies will usually pay only for the 
initial bug report, although there are 
exceptions. In 2019, Microsoft offered 
fractional compensation for a report 
of an internally known bug.36 In-kind 
exchange may involve discounts of 
products and services, air miles, or 
public recognition (for example, lea-
derboards).22 Some programmers 
consider bug reporting to be part of 
their professional responsibility. The 
Association for Computing Machin-
ery’s code of ethics, for example, holds 
that computing professionals have a 

responsibility to report “any signs of 
danger from systems.”1 

Bug detection may be remunera-
tive outside of the aforementioned 
bug bounty programs. Brokers and re-
sellers, such as TippingPoint and IDe-
fence (purchased by Verisign),25 work 
in much the same way as news aggre-
gators; they repackage source material 
(in this case, software bugs) for partic-
ular audiences (in this case, develop-
ers) for a commission or fee. Exodus 
Intelligence even provides a zero-day 
subscription service with a guaran-
teed minimum of relevant reports to 
enterprise networks.24 

A variation on this theme is the 
gray/black market industry, where 
all manner of computer threat vec-
tors (bugs, ma lware, t hreat signa-
tures, compromises, and so on) are 
sold for profit to state actors and their 
con st it uencies.19 In our view, dis-
tinctions between the gray and black 
labels seem ad hoc, arbitrary, and mo-
tivated by public relations more than 
policy considerations. Perhaps a bet-
ter term would be taupe market. In any 
event, the same motives are involved 
in both black and gray markets: sell 
the information to the highest bid-
der consistent with global political 
bias and personal agenda, whether it 
be a sale to a broker for the industry 
(the gray part of the scale) or the sale 
to a state sponsor, cyber mercenary, 
or criminal organization (the black 
component). We emphasize that in 
neither case is the motivation the 
health of the software industry or se-
curity of the end user.

These markets are driven by the 
consumers: the NSA VEP, other gov-
ernment agencies, intelligence/de-
fense “pure plays” (that is, companies 
whose primary revenue is government 
contracts), foreign governments, and 
occasional independent bad actors. 
This industry contributes to the cy-
ber-mercenary backbone of the much 
larger military–industrial-complex 
spine and involves many of the same 
players. As mentioned, there is a lot 
of money involved in the gray market. 

It has been reported that Zerodium 
offers up to US$2 million for high-
risk, zero-day vulnerabilities,27,50 the 
ultimate destination for and use of 
which would not be disclosed. At this 
writing, no definitive assessment has 
been published on the economics of 
the gray/black market. It is not even 
known how companies account for 
their bounty budgets.

The study of bug bounty pro-
grams offers insights into many 
different perspectives on secu-

rity within the technology sector and 
technology programs within other sec-
tors. Each perspective seems to carry 
with it unique moral hazards. Indus-
try-supported bug bounty programs 
send mixed messages and attract par-
ticipants with varying skill levels and 
different agendas, not all of which 
are entirely consonant with industry 
objectives and the interests of end us-
ers. On the other hand, the gray/black 
market operates independently and at 
cross purposes with industry initia-
tives, and it draws on the skills of what 
one would assume to be a largely inde-
pendent group of participants. A thor-
ough analysis of the identities of these 
two groups (bug bounty participants 
and gray/black market operatives) 
and their interrelationships would be 
fascinating, and, in our view, is essen-
tial to any risk analysis worthy of the 
name. We hope that social scientists 
are drawn to such study. In the mean-
time, ground-truth data are minimal, 
and our understanding is necessarily 
fragmentary. 
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